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Abstract

The problem of a hypersonic blunt body �ow in two space dimensions is
considered� The governing inhomogeneous Euler equations are given and the
special treatment of calorically non�perfect gas in chemical non�equilibrium is
described� The chemical model is given� The problem of the arising chemical
boundary layer is discussed� Analytical and numerical investigations are used
to analyse this boundary layer and to get error estimates for the numerical
solution� Some modi�cations of the numerical method are given so that this
boundary layer is indicated by the numerical solutions� An idea for a new
boundary condition is proposed to obtain a better approximation of the wall
pressure� Some two�dimensional test calculations are included�
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Introduction

In high temperature �ow such as the reentry of a space vehicle the equations de�
scribing the �uid motion become inhomogeneous� For temperatures of ���� K and
Mach numbers of � as they arise in reentry
 chemical reactions take place and de�
pending on the geometry of the vehicle these reactions are not in equilibrium with
the thermodynamical states�

In the following discussion the �ow around a double ellipse with free stream
Mach number of � and relatively low densities is numerically simulated �test case
VI�� In this case we assume thermodynamical equilibrium but include additional
degrees of freedom for the particles so that the gas is no longer calorically perfect�
The chemical reactions are in non�equilibrium� A �nite volume approach with a
body��tted structured grid is used� Operator splitting is applied to separate the
computations of the �ow and of the chemical reactions� A low di�usion Van Leer
�ux vector splitting
 proposed in �	�
 is used which is able to indicate the existing
chemical boundary layer� The partial resolution of this extremely thin layer makes
it possible to extrapolate the physical quantities from the �ow�eld to the surface
of the body� This extrapolation is explained and could be used as a new boundary
condition�

The governing equations

High temperature inviscid �ows are described by the conservation equations for
the partial densities of the di�erent chemical species
 the momentum and the total
energy which can be written in two dimensions in the form
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where U � ���� � � � � �N �m� n�E�T is the vector of the conserved quantities and S�U�
denotes the source term due to chemical reactions� F �U�
 G�U� and S�U� are the
following column vectors
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The quantities �i� i � �� � � � � N denote the partial densities of the N di�erent chem�
ical species of the mixture
m and n are the momenta in x� and y�direction
 E is the
total energy per unit volume
 � �

PN
i�� �i is the total density of the mixture
 p is

the pressure
 u � m�� and v � n�� are the components of the �uid velocity and the
terms si characterize the production of the ith species due to chemical reactions� In
order to get a closed set of equations
 the pressure p and the source term have to
be related to the N � � components of U � The temperature can be obtained from
the conservation equation for the total energy by an iteration method �e�g� Newton
scheme�� The pressure is given by the equation of state� The heat capacities are
now functions of the temperature T and the mass fractions Yi � �i��� The exact
formulas and the evaluation of the �ow properties are explained in detail in ����

For the chemical reactions we use the �ve species model of air consisting of N�
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whereM denotes a collision partner and is one of the �ve species� The source terms
appearing in the equations are determined by the law of mass action described in
����

Numerical scheme

The basic idea for solving the equation ��� is to split it into a system of ODEs for
the partial densities and the homogeneous Euler equations� Note that during the
�rst step
 the integration of the system of ODEs

dU

dt
� S�U��

the momentum
 the total energy and the total density are constant� In the second
step while solving the homogeneous Euler equations
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the mass fractions stay constant� For the �ow past the double ellipse the behavior
of the chemical reactions within the �ow�eld was studied in detail �see ���
 ���
 ������
There it has been shown that a simple Euler scheme is su�ciently accurate to solve
the system of ODEs in the operator splitting procedure� For the present calculations
an implicit Euler scheme is used for the chemical reactions�

Note that our operator splitting is quite di�erent from the one used in ���� where
the energy equation is not written in a homogeneous way and is therefore added to
the chemical operator rather than to the gas dynamics operator� Moreover
 we
use an approach which is easier to extend to three�dimensional computations and
complex geometries�

It is more di�cult to obtain a solution to the homogeneous Euler equations ����
Due to the strong shock wave and the low density
 most of the schemes were not able
to capture this shock without unphysical values in the �ow�eld� We �nally chose the
Van Leer �ux vector splitting method because no unphysical values appear during
the computation� We modi�ed the splitting so that real gas e�ects are included
��	�� In �	� we reduced the number of contact discontinuities by using only the total
density in the appearing Riemann problem� To keep the scheme as close to the
physics as possible we use an exact contact surface for the partial densities� Hence
the �uxes of the partial densities have been evaluated from the total density �ux by
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�
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���

where F� is the total density �ux and Y i
L
 Y

i
R are the mass fractions of species i

from the left and right states of the Riemann problem� Computation showed that



there was a large increase of the total enthalpy in points where the gradients of the
mass fractions of atomic nitrogen and oxygen are large� These results have been
presented in ����

In order to improve these results in ��� we treated the �uxes of the partial densities
in the same way as the total density �ux
 that is

F�i � Y i
L F

�
� � Y i

R F�� ���

where F�
� and F�� are the density �uxes in the positive and negative x�direction

of the Van Leer �ux vector splitting ����� The variation of the total enthalpy was
reduced to one third of the variation obtained with the �rst approach� Furthermore

the mass fractions of nitrogen and oxygen atoms decreased so that the temperature
stayed constant as a result of this modi�cation� In �	� it was shown that the �ux
in ��� is much more di�usive than the one in ���� The numerical di�usion of the
standard Van Leer scheme reduces the mass fraction of nitrogen�

Since both �ux formulas are not satisfactory
 we want to combine their advan�
tages� We use ��� for the �uxes of the partial densities to get a good approximation
of the contact discontinuity in the partial densities� To introduce some control mech�
anism for the heat of formation in the energy equation and to have a low variation
of total enthalpy in the steady state we use the �uxes from ��� multiplied by the
formation enthalpy of the species� The energy �ux FE has therefore the form
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where F
�E is the �ux of Van Leer�s scheme for a mixture of gases with no formation

enthalpy� We call this scheme low di�usion Van Leer �ux vector splitting �LDVL��
The results are comparable to those computed by other �general purpose� methods
given in the Proceedings of the Antibes Workshop Part I ���

In order to better understand the error we used a totally di�erent approach
in ����
 ����
 ����� In the case of a cylinder we obtain the solution of the steady
reacting Euler equations along the stagnation point line by solving a two point
boundary value problem �BVP� for a system of ordinary di�erential equations where
a parameter function has to be taken from a two�dimensional calculation� With this
approach we get a good approximation of the exact solution and Figure � shows
that the LDVL scheme �� is quite close to the solution even near critical points� In
contrast to this
 the standard Van Leer scheme �FVS
 �� shows only small gradients
in the mass fractions near the stagnation point due to the large numerical di�usion�

Boundary Conditions

In the present calculations the boundary conditions are those of supersonic in� and
out�ow at all grid boundaries except the body� To obtain the pressure on the surface
we connect the quantities in front of the body with a rarefaction wave to the state
with normal velocity zero on the body�

In ����
 ����
 ���� we showed that there is a strong boundary layer for the desired
body size due to the chemical reactions� Note that such chemical boundary layers
have already been investigated by ���
 ���
 ��� and ����� The di�erence to our analysis
is pointed out in ����
 ����
 ����� In ��� a hint is given that a chemical boundary layer
is present� However the assumption of incompressibility at the stagnation point
made in ��� seems to be incorrect� We could prove under very weak assumptions



that there is equilibrium in the stagnation point� But in the same analysis we also
saw that this boundary layer is too thin to be a physical solution� From this point of
view it would not be reasonable to force the chemical equilibrium at the boundary�
However
 numerical computations should give correct results of the mathematically
formulated problem and thus the scheme should resolve the chemical boundary layer�
In our calculations there are already some �nite gradients visible near the stagnation
point if we use LDVL even in a two dimensional calculation with rather coarse
meshes compared to the boundary layer� The problem is to �nd good boundary
values in this situation� For the simple cylinder we made a lot of calculations on
various grids to examine the limiting behavior with decreasing cell size� In addition

we extrapolated the di�erent quantities from the cell centers in the �ow�eld to the
wall� We have found that except for pressure and velocity �normal and tangential�
all quantities may have a boundary layer ����
 ����
 ����� This has also been observed
by the authors of ���
 ���
 ��� and ���� In ���� a survey of older results concerning
these boundary layers is given and a local analysis is done at the stagnation point�
It is shown that the boundary layer of a quantity y has the form

y�x� � ys � c�xs � x�� logm�x� xs�

where 
 is an eigenvalue of the Jacobian like matrix related to the chemical source
term and m is a non�negative integer smaller than the multiplicity of this eigenvalue�
Note that in ���� the chemical source terms are modeled di�erently than in this paper�
For our extrapolation we use the somewhat more simpli�ed ansatz�

y�x� � ys � c�xs � x�� ���

The parameters ys
 c and 
 can be either �tted using the three nearest points or
calculated from a nonlinear least square problem to reduce the in�uence of the errors
due to boundary conditions� Both methods give almost the same results�

The most sensitive variable is the temperature� There are three possibilities to
calculate this temperature� First
 we extrapolate the temperature directly� Secondly

we extrapolate the conserved quantities ��� ���� �N and E and set the normal velocity
to zero� Then we calculate the temperature �called TE� and get the pressure pE
from the equation of state� The gradient of the energy may be in�nite but we know
that the pressure gradient is zero in xs ����� Therefore
 as the third posibility
 we
take the pressure in front of the wall
 the extrapolated partial densities and use the
equation of state to calculate the temperature Tp�

For this investigation we have done �ve test calculations for a �ow past a cylinder
of radius ��� m� The cell size decreases from �� mm to ��� mm in steps of ��� mm�
Table � shows the behavior of the di�erent temperatures at the stagnation point�
In the columns T� and p� we added the values of temperature and pressure in the
�rst cell next to the boundary� We �nd that with decreasing cell size the boundary
layer is more and more resolved� Even in the case of the coarsest mesh we can
reduce the temperature by �� K to 	�� K with our extrapolation method�O n
the �nest mesh we get ��	� K� More interesting in view of the boundary condition
is the pressure �see Table ��� Here the results are quite surprising� For the cylinder
the pressure in the �ow�eld increases to ���� Pa while re�ning the grid� On the
other hand the value obtained by using the extrapolated variables is decreasing to
���� Pa� The corresponding value obtained from the BVP is ���� Pa� This seems
to indicate that the mesh sizes used are still not small enough to exhibit convergence
of the non�extrapolated values of the pressure
 while the extrapolated wall values
converge� One should note that the stand�o� distance depends in a very sensitive
way on the wall pressure and therefore these di�erences can be of importance�

Using this investigations we can in principle construct a new boundary condition�



Table �� temperature and pressure for di�erent mesh sizes �smallest cell��

h T TE Tp T� p� pE

�� 	��	�	� 	����� 	����	 	����� ������	 �������
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��� ������� ������� ������� 	������ ������� ������
��� �	����	 ��	���� �	����� 	������ ������� ������

For the velocity on the surface we take the velocity of the �rst cell next to the
boundary and set its normal component to zero� Then we extrapolate the partial
densities and total energy in the direction normal to the surface using ansatz ����
Finally we calculate the pressure pE at the wall from these extrapolated quantities�

Numerical results and conclusions

The geometry and the free stream conditions for our calculations are taken from the
speci�cations of the Workshop on Hypersonic Reentry Problems ���
 Part II� The
testcase VI is considered here� We use a grid with ��� points along the body and
	 points normal to it� The mesh is re�ned near the body to resolve the chemical
boundary layer� In order to be able to compare the quality of resolution of this
boundary layer by a discretization
 one should compare the numerical results in
relation to the cell size at the surface� In our case the smallest cell at the body
surface is ���	 mm times ���� mm� Figures � �  show the quantities next to the
body and Figures � � �� show contour plots of the whole �ow�eld� These results
are obtained with the expansion wave as boundary condition�

The values at the stagnation point propagate along the surface and due to the
low temperature and pressure away from this point the species concentrations freeze
and the mass fractions should be constant� On the other hand the velocity normal
to the wall is almost zero and so the �uxes normal to the wall are in the �subsonic
mode�� Nevertheless the computed values of the mass fractions are nearly constant
demonstrating the low di�usion of the scheme �see Figure ���

To get an idea of the in�uence of the new boundary condition we extrapolate
the values at the surface using ansatz ���� This condition can not be applied to all
boundary points and even if the extrapolation gives a result
 it is very sensitive to
small disturbances in the �ow�eld� In Figures �� and �� the results obtained with
the old �C�� and new �C�� boundary conditions are compared� The temperature
and pressure decreases near the stagnation point while the density and mass fraction
of nitrogen atoms increase� Our investigations in ���� suggest that the values of the
second approach may be better� Nevertheless this procedure is not usable for real
applications because of the strong sensitivity shown in the �gures� We also do not
know in which way this kind of boundary conditions in�uences the �ow�eld�
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